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Renowned for both his cartoons and his innovative use of color in knitwear, Franklin Habit has now
created a coloring book that shows off these two skills brilliantly. Featuring a fantastic world
imagined in yarn, each page of I Dream of Yarn provides a wonderful and wooly setting to colorâ€”all
showcasing Franklinâ€™s trademark style and wit. This fun and original collection will delight
Franklinâ€™s devoted fan base, while his strong design sense will appeal to the coloring crowd, too.
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This book is beautiful. The paper is thick and smooth. The drawings are adorable. I bought one for
myself and one for a gift. The drawings are all on right page, not left and right, which means no
trying to color in the crease or worrying about marker bleed through.Every page is my favorite. It's
so lovely.

New and present fans of Franklin Habit is the author of the knitting blog The Panopticon and the
reason we have to keep our beverages away from our keyboards, tablets and phones. For years he
has kept us "in stitches" with his humor and wit, cartoons (It Itches). Many have also taken part of
Franklin's knitting classes all over the US and Europe. Now Franklin has given us something new to
wind down from our knitting and crochet and explore, the world of coloring. Franklin's coloring
designs are a breath of fresh air. The designs are intricate yet open and airy like fine lace. A very
special book, designed with Franklin's special whimsy and humor. It's pleasant just to look at the
book. Thank you, Franklin, we look forward to the next edition.

I was gifted this book and what a great gift. Finally, an adult coloring book that includes my passion.
Having the pictures only on one side of the pages means no bleeding through to other pictures
which is often a problem with other coloring books. We need more whimsy in our lives and this book
definitely delivers.

The book itself is excellent and I highly recommend it, Franklins work is wonderful.Shipping needs
to improve, I received it in a small padded envelope and the corner is bent. I purchased a new book
so wasn't anticipating any damage when I received it.

Love love love this book! When my projects are stressing me out and I need a quick break this is my
go to because I love yarn! Loads of adorable yarn/crochet/knit pics to color! You will not be
disappointed!!! Buy it!!

If you are a knitter, and don't know Franklin Habit yet, you are in for a treat. He is a cartoonist, knit
designer and photographer, and has a delightful sense of humor. Try his book, "It Itches", great
laughs.

This is the newest of knitting related coloring books and I love the coloring opportunities in this book
(I have the other two also.) Each book has its own personality and I like the artwork and pattern
inspirations of this one especially. I probably won't color everything but I enjoy looking at eachpage.

I just was gifted with this awesome book for my birthday (today, 11th) and what a surprise! It's not a
cheesy book, it's actually very, very nice and the pages are all on one side so you don't have to fight
with the left page to try and color it, woohoo for that! And the pages are nice and sturdy, thick like
where you could even put up or frame your pics! I totally 100â„… recommend this book! Ohhh and
the pics are absolutely amazing, sooo cute and whimsical! I LOVE my book, you will too!
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